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Abstract1

Asphaltenes have been suggested to play an important role in the remarkable sta-2

bility of some water-in-crude oil emulsions, although the precise mechanisms by which3

they act are not yet fully understood. Being one of the more polar fractions in crude4

oils, asphaltenes are surface active and strongly adsorb at the oil/water interface, and as5

the interface becomes densely packed, solid-like mechanical properties emerge which in-6

fluence many typical interfacial experiments. The present work focuses on purposefully7

measuring the rheology in the limit of an insoluble, spread Langmuir monolayer in the8

absence of adsorption/desorption phenomena. Moreover, the changes in surface tension9

are deconvoluted from the purely mechanical contribution to the surface stress using10

experiments with precise interfacial kinematics. Compression ‘isotherms’ are combined11

with the measurement of both shear and dilatational rheological properties to evaluate12

the relative contributions of mechanical vs. thermodynamics aspects, i.e. to evaluate13

the “interfacial rheological” versus the standard interfacial activity. The experimental14
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results suggest that asphaltene nanoaggregates are not very efficient in lowering inter-15

facial tension, but rather impart significant mechanical stresses. Interestingly, physical16

ageing effects are not observed in the spread layers, contrary to results for adsorbed17

layers. By further studying asphaltene fractions of different polarity, we investigate18

whether mere packing effects or strong interactions determine the mechanical response19

of the dense asphaltene systems, as either soft glassy or gel-like responses have been20

reported. The compressional and rheological data reflect the dense packing and the21

behavior is captured well by the soft glassy rheology model, but a more complicated22

multilayer structure may develop as coverage is increased. Potential implications of the23

experimental observations on these model and insoluble interfaces for water-in-crude24

oil emulsion stability are briefly discussed.25

Introduction26

The stability of water-in-crude oil emulsions poses a big challenge to the oil industry. These27

emulsions are usually formed in oil wells as the crude oil flows together with water origi-28

nated either from the subsurface formation or from enhanced oil recovery (EOR) methods.29

When flowing through pumps, chokes, or valves, both phases get mixed at high shear rates,30

leading to emulsification of the water in the oil. This causes transportation problems and31

cost increase because of the higher viscosity of emulsions when compared to the pure oil. In32

addition, separation problems arise from increased difficulty in removing water to acceptable33

levels, and moreover the entrapped water can lead to corrosion in separation facilities1,2.34

The presence of asphaltenes is considered a key reason for the difficulty to destabilize these35

emulsions and separate the water, although the precise mechanisms by which asphaltenes act36

are still not fully understood3,4. Demulsifiers are often added and whereas their environmen-37

tal impact is already being decreased, a better understanding of mechanisms of stabilization38

could lead to a more optimized dosing.39

Asphaltenes are defined as those crude oil components which are insoluble in alkanes, but40
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are soluble in toluene. That is, they are not defined by molecular structure or functionality,41

but rather by their solubility class. The consequence is that a multitude of different molecules42

with different functionalities can be present5,6 and asphaltenes can differ greatly from one43

source to another. For this reason, characterization of asphaltenes is not straightforward and44

there are diverging views in literature, which make a commonly agreed upon understanding45

on asphaltene behavior rather difficult. Due to this variability, results are usually reported46

and discussed in terms of ‘average properties’ of asphaltenes, e.g. average molecular weight.47

The molecular structure of asphaltenes has long been debated, until Schuler et al.7 visualized48

and confirmed a variety of molecular structures. The “island model” seems to be the dom-49

inant chemical species, i.e. a molecule composed of one main aromatic core with peripheral50

alkyl chains, although the size and type of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) may51

vary. It has been recently suggested8 though that this prevalence of the island molecule can52

be related to sample origin. Yet, despite the chemical diversity there seems to be a consensus53

that asphaltenes tend to aggregate in a similar way9,10. There are two main views describing54

this general aggregation behavior, namely the Yen-Mullins11 model and the supramolecular55

assembly model12, with the first being currently the most widely used. In this model, the56

picture is that at very low concentrations asphaltenes are expected to be present as isolated57

molecules. At intermediate concentrations, above the so-called critical nanoaggregate con-58

centration (CNAC) of ∼ 100mg/L, the molecules self-assemble, most likely by stacking of59

the polycyclic aromatic cores to form the nanoaggregates. These nanoaggregates are be-60

lieved to comprise a few molecules as the surrounding alkyl chains tends to limits its size.61

At higher concentrations these aggregates form clusters, which have smaller binding energies62

than the ones occurring within the nanoaggregates. Molecular dynamics simulations (MD)63

and dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) are consistent with the presence of nanoaggregates,64

in bulk13–15, and at liquid-liquid interfaces16,17.65

Asphaltenes are typically one of the more polar fractions in crude oils and their chemical66

nature, and possibly their colloidal nature (when present as nanoaggregates), makes them67
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prone to strongly adsorb at the oil/water interface, due to the high capillary energy of col-68

loidal nanoaggregates18. Asphaltene adsorption does however not only lead to a change in69

interfacial tension, but the formation of elastic skins around droplets has been reported3,19–21.70

These films macroscopically wrinkle upon compression, a clear signature of their solid-like71

nature. It has been proposed that this elastic film is formed by a physically cross-linked net-72

work of asphaltenes4,22–25 and it has been suggested to suppress coalescence. However, other73

groups have argued that rather than attractive interactions leading to a gel, the high pack-74

ing density leads to a soft-glassy type behaviour26,27. Pauchard et al called it an interfacial75

“jamming” caused by limited coalescence28 with surface concentration being ∼ 3.5 mg/m2.76

This value where interfaces become crowded and relaxations become arrested seems similar77

for different asphaltene systems29. However, currently there is no consensus on whether78

the interfacial layers should be viewed as mere dense 2D suspensions or whether they are79

interfacial gels30,31. In the present work we will compare the surface activity and interfacial80

rheology of different asphaltene fractions, as differences in polarity should lead to differ-81

ences in interfacial forces and potential physical cross-linking. This should provide clarity82

on whether the interfacial forces and subsequent gelation, or mere crowding determine the83

behavior.84

Different techniques have been used to investigate the interfacial rheological behavior of85

asphaltene interfaces as reviewed by Simon et al. 32, but it is not always clear if and when86

intrinsic material properties are measured. In particular for experiments with a significant87

dilatational or compressional deformation, the effects of compressibility and interface me-88

chanics are often difficult to separate33–35. For interfaces such as dense asphaltene layers,89

the total interfacial stress can be written as being composed of an interfacial tension (or90

pressure) and an extra interfacial stress component which arises due to deformations of the91

interface:92

σs = σαβ(Γ, T )I + σe . (1)
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At a constant temperature (T ), the state variable σαβ will only on the surface concentration93

Γ. The extra stress σe can contain both isotropic and deviatoric contributions: the deviatoric94

stresses can be probed with shear rheology by keeping the size of interfacial area constant95

and then shearing it, while the isotropic stresses can be measured with dilatational rheology96

by inducing area changes without changing its shape. With respect to interfacial shear97

rheology, mostly the effects of ageing, asphaltene (bulk) concentration, solvent aromaticity,98

and adsorption times on the viscoelastic moduli (G′
i and G

′′
i ) have been studied36–38. Major99

findings include that the interface becomes increasingly elastic with ageing time and bulk100

concentration.101

Dilatational rheological properties are typically investigated using the pendant drop de-102

vice or Langmuir-Pockels troughs21,24,39,40. Most studies report an (apparent) elasticity cal-103

culated from changes in interfacial tension as a function of area changes, that is inherently104

based on the definition of the Gibbs elasticity KΠ:105

KΠ =
d σαβ
d ln A

(2)

Specifically, in oscillating droplet and oscillating barrier experiments a frequency-dependent106

complex dilatational modulus K∗(ω) is calculated and then decomposed into its elastic (K ′)107

and viscous (K ′′) contributions. It is also common practice in literature to quantify di-108

latational behavior in terms of an apparent compressional modulus (Kapp), which can be109

calculated from the slope of compression isotherms as110

Kapp ≈ −
Π1 − Π2

ln(A1)− ln(A2)
(3)

where Π is the surface pressure, defined as Π(Γ) = σ0−σαβ(Γ), i.e. the difference between the111

surface tension of the clean interface σ0 and that of the interface containing the surface active112

components at a surface coverage Γ. A1 and A2 are interfacial areas in two adjacent points113

in the curve and Π1 and Π2 are their corresponding surface pressures. If the compression is114
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slow enough and the experiment reflects true equilibrium properties, then Kapp ≈ KΠ and115

1/KΠ is the compressibility of the interface.116

However, for systems such as asphaltenes the data obtained with these widely used tech-117

niques should be treated carefully, as the occurrence of extra stresses (Eq. 1) imparts a more118

complicated response which renders the experimental analysis more difficult. First, the in-119

terfacial tension measurement in the pendant drop device relies on shape fitting, i.e. fitting120

the drop shape to a solution of the Laplace equation which only accounts for surface tension.121

For a complex interface displaying solid-like properties, as in the case of asphaltenes, the122

drop shape can significantly deviate from the Laplacian shape and fitting gives values for123

the surface stress which can be off by factors41. Thus, these measurements can be used in a124

regime where interfacial tension dominates over mechanical stresses, but are not valid when125

such extra mechanical stresses become important41–43. A careful analysis and validity check126

of interfacial tension measurements and small-step deformation of an aqueous pendant drop127

immersed in an asphaltene solution was recently done by Rodríguez-Hakim et al. 44, where it128

was shown that for such soluble systems, at short times and for quasi-static deformations the129

Y-L equation remains valid. Second, as both thermodynamic and dilatation rheology contri-130

butions are isotropic, it is not straightforward to decouple them43,45,46. Also, the compression131

in the rectangular trough constitutes a complex deformation with the details of the deforma-132

tion depending on the ratio between shear and compressional properties45–48. Finally, both133

shear and dilatational experiments are typically carried out by using an asphaltene-soluble134

organic (aromatic) phase, such as toluene or xylene, or partially soluble, as is the case of135

studies using heptol, a combination of heptane and toluene, or even diluted crude oils and136

bitumen. In this way, results are reported in terms of bulk solution concentrations and it can137

be difficult to assess the interfacial coverage under these conditions. Assessing the interfa-138

cial coverage is specially important when trying to relate measured rheological properties to139

other experiments, like bulk emulsification or droplet-droplet coalescence experiments. The140

complexity present in real systems makes the experimental observables represent different141
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contributions, some related to the intrinsic material behavior, and some aspects related to142

the transport phenomena in the specific geometry of the experiment. Here, we will focus143

on the thermodynamic and rheological properties for insoluble Langmuir interfaces, so that144

at least there is no interplay of adsorption/desorption phenomena and the intrinsic rheo-145

logical material functions can be measured. As adsorption phenomena in asphaltenes are146

typically slow and irreversible6, this implies that the properties of insoluble layers at a given147

surface coverage are relevant for processes with a short time scale, such as drop deforma-148

tion, film thinning and break up. We wish to interrogate if in first order the mechanical149

response is dictated by the colloidal nature of the nanoaggregates with the properties being150

predominantly controlled by surface coverage, or if complex physicochemical interactions or151

molecular entanglements dominate, in which case ageing and a dependence on the chemical152

nature should be observed23,36,49.153

In the present work, we hence aim to resolve the question on the nature of the mechanical154

response of insoluble asphaltene layers. To separate changes in interfacial tension from155

those in rheological properties, an array of experimental techniques is used for clarifying156

both shear and dilatational responses. We moreover provide good control over the surface157

concentrations by spreading the asphaltenes directly at the interface between an aqueous158

phase and an asphaltene-insoluble organic phase (alkane). To interrogate the importance159

of nanoaggregate interactions, experiments are also carried out at the air-water surface for160

comparison purposes as this is expected to amplify certain attractive interactions forces161

acting through the air. Since it has been shown that water-in-crude oil emulsion stability is162

reached once the droplets are close to monolayer coverage, focus is given on dense layers since163

these conditions represent the most relevant ones. In addition, we evaluate how significant164

chemical heterogeneity is in influencing the properties of asphaltene layers by using different165

subfractions, as a consistency check.166
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Materials and Methods167

Materials168

Milli-Q water (Advantage A10, resistivity 18.2 MΩ.cm) was used as the aqueous phase and169

n-hexadecane (99% Acros Organics) as the oil phase. Hexadecane was chosen as asphaltenes170

are insoluble, its mutual solubility with water is quite low and it has low volatility compared171

to other n-alkanes. Asphaltene samples and their subfractions were prepared at the Ugelstad172

Laboratory in NTNU. Asphaltenes were precipitated from a North Sea crude oil by using173

n-hexane following the procedure described in50. This will be further-on referred to as the174

“whole asphaltenes” sample, whose results are discussed in the first part of the results sec-175

tion. Subfractions can be prepared in different ways29,51–53. In the present work, adsorption176

on calcium carbonate was used, as depicted in Fig.150. Briefly, a solution of the whole as-177

phaltenes in toluene is allowed to flow through a packed bed column of CaCO3 and eluted178

with toluene. The solution collected at the bottom of the column at the end of this elution179

step corresponds to the first subfraction (‘bulk asphaltenes’). Subsequently, the column is180

further eluted with chloroform, and at the end of this step the ‘adsorbed asphaltenes’ sub-181

fraction is obtained. The remaining asphaltenes are obtained after dissolution of the CaCO3182

column with a mixture of chloroform and HCl solution, and the last subfraction (‘irreversibly183

adsorbed’) is obtained from the organic supernatant.184

Information about the subfractions used in this work can be found in Table 1. Molecular185

weights were measured by ESI(+)FT-ICR mass spectrometry as described in the work by186

Pinto et al.54. The yield of each subfraction, i.e. the mass percentage obtained after the187

fractionation procedure with respect to the initial mass of whole asphaltenes, is also listed.188

It is important to note that the so-determined molecular weight values are quite different189

from the widely used average value of 750 g/mol, even for the whole asphaltenes, and that190

the values listed represent an average of a molecular weight distribution measured for each191

subfraction. As will be discussed in the results, accounting for molecular weight differences192
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Figure 1: Column fractionation procedure used to obtain the asphaltene subfractions based on
adsorption on calcium carbonate.

is very important when comparing the different subfractions. Table S1 in the Supporting193

Information (SI) contains elemental analysis data published by Ruwoldt et al. 50, where the194

exact same fractionation method based on column adsorption was used for a different batch195

of subfractions.196

Table 1: Molecular weights54 and yields of the individual subfractions used in this study.

MW [g/mol] Yield (%)
whole asph. 493 -

bulk 508 29.5
adsorbed 399 48.1
irrev. ads. 442 11.8

For all fractions, a stock solution of 1 mg/mL in toluene (VWR Chemicals, AnalaR197

Normapur >99.5%) is prepared. According to the colloidal aggregation picture of the Yen-198

Mullins model11, at this concentration asphaltenes are present as nanoaggregates. In crude199

oils, asphaltenes will likely be present at concentrations higher than CNAC so we believe this200

to be most relevant scenario for the crude oil emulsion problem. Indeed, the most stable,201

and hence more problematic emulsions occurs for heavy crude oils, which are crude oils with202

typically high asphaltene contents.203

Asphaltene interfaces are created by spreading the solution from an aliquot directly204
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onto the fluid-fluid interface. Before each measurement, the sample is sonicated (Bandolin205

Sonorex, 35kHz) for 15 minutes to ensure a reproducible state with small nanoaggregates.206

By adding the solution drop-wise across the entire interfacial area using a microliter syringe207

(Hamilton Gastight® 1700, 50µL), a uniform interfacial distribution of the asphaltenes can208

be achieved. The obtained mass coverage can be converted to an average ‘area per molecule’209

(or mean molecular area, [Å2]), with the available values of molecular weight for each sub-210

fraction. It is worth noting that the amount of solution spread is ∼ 10 µL, depending on the211

desired interfacial concentration and interfacial area of each set-up (troughs or DWR), which212

in general is negligible compared to the total volume of bulk phases (∼ 10 - 100 mL). The213

reproducibility of the experiments confirms the adequateness of this procedure (see Figure214

S1 in SI).215

Characterization of interfacial behavior216

Figure 2 presents an overview of the techniques employed in the present work, namely217

the Langmuir trough for compression-expansion experiments, radial trough for dilatational/218

compressional rheology, and double wall-ring for shear rheology, which are described next in219

detail. All devices are placed on anti-vibration tables and are enclosed in plexiglass boxes to220

minimize external disturbances.221

Compression in Langmuir troughs222

Compression experiments are carried out in rectangular liquid-liquid Langmuir troughs (360223

x 55 mm) from KSV Nima (Biolin Scientific) as depicted in the first image of Fig. 2. A224

uniaxial compression profile occurs if a slip condition at the trough’s side walls is satisfied; if225

this is not the case a complex mixed deformation profiles takes place, with compressional and226

shear components48,55. For stepwise compressions, a liquid-liquid trough with dimensions 784227

x 75 mm was also used due to its high maximum compression ratio. Both set-ups consist of a228

PTFE trough with two motor-controlled Delrin barriers, a sensitive electromagnetic balance229
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Figure 2: Overview of the techniques used to fully characterize the different contributions to the
total interfacial stress (Eq. 1) and their corresponding velocity profiles. Compression in Langmuir
troughs, where the profile on the left side depicts an uniaxial compression in case the slip boundary
condition is satisfied, while the profile on the right depicts a slightly parabolic profile corresponding
rather to a “squeeze-flow" type of deformation which might occur in the case of more structured
interfaces; dilatational/compressional rheology in radial trough; shear rheology in double wall-ring
(DWR) geometry.

(resolution 0.1 µN/m) coupled to a Wilhelmy plate, using a fluids bath for temperature230

control. The troughs and barriers are first cleaned with precision wipes (Kimtech Science)231

soaked with toluene, rinsed with ethanol, then wiped with detergent, and then thoroughly232

rinsed at least three times with Milli-Q water and ethanol. The platinum Wilhelmy plate233

is rinsed with ethanol and acetone, and subsequently flame-treated to remove any organic234

contaminants prior to all experiments.235

In a typical compression experiment, the trough is filled with the aqueous subphase and236

the Wilhelmy plate is placed at the surface. The surface tension is checked to be 72.7± 0.3237

mN/m. For O/W interfaces, the oil phase is carefully added to the top of the water surface238

until the Wilhelmy plate is completely covered. The interfacial tension is checked to be239

52± 0.5 mN/m and a waiting time of 15 minutes is allowed for temperature equilibration.240

Then, a compression is carried out with the bare interface to ensure that the interface241

is free of contaminants. For air-water interfaces, the surface pressure should not increase242

above 0.2 mN/m, whereas for O/W an acceptable value for surface pressure variation upon243

compression-expansion would be < 1.0 mN/m. After this step, an insoluble monolayer can244

be created by spreading the asphaltene solution drop-wise directly at the interface with a245
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Hamilton µL-syringe. Again, time is allowed (∼ 15 min) for the toluene to evaporate, in case246

of air-water surface, or to dissolve into the oil phase in the case of liquid-liquid interfaces. On247

one hand it has been shown that solvent can still be entrapped within the nanoaggregates248

even after long waiting times56,57, yet on the other hand this most likely comes closer to249

reflecting real asphaltene interfaces, as recently argued by Samaniuk and coworkers58. In250

the end, the degree to which solvent is entrapped will mainly affect the local packing: it has251

been shown e.g. that while good solvents such as toluene will become more entrapped and252

may swell the nanoaggregates, poorer solvents will lead to denser layers25. All compressions253

were carried out at a speed of 3 mm/min and temperature of 23± 0.5 ◦C. Changing the254

speed of compression from 0.5mm/min to 5mm/min did not yield significant differences.255

One cycle consists of compressing and then expanding back the interface once, whereas256

multicycle experiments refers to subsequent cycles of compressing and expanding.257

Interfacial dilatational rheology258

A recently developed radial trough device46,59 was used to interrogate the compressional/259

dilatational rheological properties. Figure S2 illustrates its main components: a circular260

Teflon trough, a set of twelve motorized fingers that will control the deformation of the261

interface, and a Wilhelmy balance (KSV Nima) for surface stress measurements. To keep262

the radial symmetry, a platinum rod is used. An elastic band is placed around the 12263

fingers, so that the interface to be tested will be contained in the area inside this band264

(see Fig. 2). For air-water interfaces this band is made out of SBS (Vreeberg BV), but265

due to its incompatibility with alkanes a new, custom-made fluorinated elastic band was266

created to expand the measurement capabilities of this device also to experiments with267

oil-water interfaces. Detailed information about the synthesis and production of the new268

fluoropolymer elastic bands can be found in the SI. Prior to each measurement we follow269

the calibration procedures as in ref.46. For all measurements, the temperature is equal270

to 23± 0.5 ◦C and interfaces are prepared in the same way as described for the Langmuir271
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trough compression experiments. Both constant speed compression/expansion experiments272

(1.5 mm/min) and oscillatory experiments were carried out; for the latter, one data point273

stems from five oscillation cycles (two conditioning cycles followed by three cycles to average274

the data). In the frequency sweeps, a fixed amplitude of 1% area change was applied.275

Analogously to shear rheology, the interfacial dilatational moduli K ′
(ω) and K ′′

(ω) [Pa.m]276

are then calculated from the amplitude ratio and the phase shift between the input (motor277

displacement) and the output (measured surface stress) signals.278

Interfacial shear rheology279

Interfacial shear rheological properties are measured with a double wall-ring (DWR) geome-280

try60 mounted on a DHR-3 rheometer (TA Instruments). The assembly consists of a Teflon281

cup placed on top of the Peltier Plate for temperature control and a Pt-Ir ring geometry at-282

tached to the top part of the rheometer. The cup has a 1 mm-size step around the inner walls283

to create a planar surface and the ring has a diamond-shaped cross section to enable more284

precise pinning of the interface. Cleaning and sample loading is similar as for the Langmuir285

trough experiments. All tests were conducted at 23±0.1 ◦C, as checked by a thermocouple.286

Both oscillatory (i.e. time, frequency, and strain amplitude sweeps), and creep-recovery tests287

were carried out. A fixed strain amplitude of 0.02%, which is well within the linear viscoelas-288

tic regime, was used for the time and frequency sweeps, whereas a fixed frequency of 2 rad/s289

was used for the amplitude and time sweeps. With these parameters the torque values are290

sufficiently high to ensure reliable data. For all oscillatory frequency and amplitude exper-291

iments, we acquire data with three conditioning cycles followed by three sampling cycles.292

To measure the temporal evolution in oscillatory time sweeps, 1 cycle conditioning followed293

by 1 cycle sampling was used. Rotational (precision, 3 iterations) and oscillatory mappings294

at the relevant amplitudes and frequencies are carried out, and the transducer mode is set295

to ‘soft’. The method by Renggli et al. was used to ensure we were within the operating296

windows of the device61.297
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Results and Discussion298

First, results for the whole asphaltenes at both water-air and water-oil interfaces are re-299

ported. Although the most relevant case for the crude oil emulsions is that of oil-water300

interfaces, the air-water interface also provides insights as it changes the interactions. Then,301

the thermodynamic and rheological properties for the different subfractions are compared to302

the results for whole asphaltenes to evaluate the role of the chemical nature in controlling303

these properties.304

Throughout the paper we will refer to surface coverage mostly in terms of area coverage305

(or mean molecular area, MMA [Å2]). As will be shown, this is specially important for306

the second part of the results because it enables a better comparison between different307

subfractions that have different molecular weights as opposed to comparisons made on the308

basis of mass coverage. Of course, based on the concentration of the spreading solution,309

asphaltenes are present as nanoaggregates in our measurements and not as single molecules.310

Orbulescu et al. 57 used solutions with the same concentration as ours for Langmuir trough311

experiments and have shown that asphaltenes remain as nanoaggregates when spread at312

the air-water surface using Brewster angle microscopy. In the present work, the MMAs313

are calculated based on the available molecular weight values (see Table 1), and hence the314

absolute values likely do not reflect the actual area being occupied by the nanoaggregates315

at the interface, but still give a “first order” measure of area coverage. Nonetheless, if a316

higher "nanoaggregate weight" would be available, this difference would represent a shift317

in the x-axis towards larger MMA, so that the observed trends would still be the same.318

The complex and heterogeneous nature of asphaltenes renders it difficult to think about a319

single value to characterize their size. In fact, NMR studies with an asphaltene solution at the320

same concentration used here shows a distribution of nanoaggregate sizes with hydrodynamic321

radius ranging from 5 - 60Å62. This polidispersity would shift in maximum packing to slightly322

higher values. In a recent study using microrheology63, asphaltene interfaces were shown to323

be spatially heterogeneous on a µm scale, which might indeed be due to differences in sizes324
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of the nanoaggregates adsorbing at the interface. Still, we opted here for plotting all data325

in terms of area coverage since packing seems to be the key parameter when interrogating326

these interfaces.327

Whole asphaltenes328
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Figure 3: Compression experiments of the whole asphaltenes at (a) air-water surface and (b) oil-
water interface. Comparison between different plate orientations, in the rectangular Langmuir
trough, i.e. ‖ and ⊥ with respect to the barriers, and isotropic compression in radial trough. Inset
in (b) shows compression starting at higher mean molecular areas.

Indigenous asphaltene nanoaggregates were spread and compressed in both rectangular329

and radial Langmuir troughs. Figure 3 shows the experimentally measured surface pressure330

Π as a function of area per molecule for the (a) air-water and (b) for oil-water interfaces. For331

the air-water surface, the surface pressure is close to zero for a wide range of the compression332

until an area per molecule of about 33Å2 is reached, when Π starts to increase very steeply.333

Around 20 - 25Å2 slope changes occur at distinct surface pressures, which however depend on334

the measurement geometry used. What is perhaps most striking in this plot is the difference335

between results obtained with different probe orientations but only below a certain area336

per molecule. What is being measured is hence not a thermodynamic state variable, which337

should only depend on Γ and T , and the differences can be attributed to extra and deviatoric,338

mechanical stresses. This has also been shown for different types of structured surfaces, as339
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e.g. those populated by carboxylic acids64 and for acrylate polymers46 at air-water interfaces.340

For this reason we do not refer to these plots as isotherms, but rather as compression curves.341

By comparing the results pertaining to the rectangular trough (black, purple and dark342

blue curves), we see that the parallel-oriented plate presents a change in slope at much343

higher Π values than the one oriented perpendicularly with respect to the barriers. This344

is because the deformation field has both shear and compressional components and thus345

different plate orientations pick up different stresses45,48,55,65, implying that the layer at the346

water-air interface has a significant shear modulus, i.e. it is a displaying solid like behvaiour.347

The inflection point at high surface pressure corresponds to a point where transparency of348

the surface layer is reduced due to the formation of structures, namely dark stripes that can349

be seen by the naked eye and that are parallel to the barriers in the case of the rectangular350

trough. This is wrinkling and buckling of the asphaltene nanoaggregate monolayer, consistent351

with previous studies using Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) experiments66,67 and more352

recently with interference reflection microscopy (IRM)58. Results for the compression in353

the radial trough (light blue curves) present similar behavior during compression, however354

buckling occurs only at a much higher surface pressure and the dark stripes on the interface355

show no preferential direction due to the purely isotropic nature of the compression. Recently,356

Fajardo-Rojas et al. 58 also compared compression measurements of asphaltenes at air-water357

surfaces in both rectangular and a radial trough. In contrast to our results, they found358

significant differences between both devices already from the beginning of compression, which359

they attributed to the difference between isotropic vs.mixed deformation modes. However,360

the present data show that this does not seem to be the cause; rather, this is possibly due361

to a difference in initial conditions between their experiments, i.e. different initial coverage362

and non-zero initial surface pressure in the radial trough.363

The results for the oil-water interfaces in Fig. 3b are more featureless. The surface pres-364

sure increases steadily during the compression with a small inflection at around 30Å2, and365

the parallel-orientated plate leads to only slightly higher surface pressure values at high366
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compression. The inset shows a comparison between the rectangular and radial troughs at367

smaller coverages. Due to the smaller maximum compression ratio of the radial trough com-368

pared to the rectangular trough, it is not possible to cover the same range in mean molecular369

area (MMA). Indeed, the differences observed between different plate orientations are small370

compared to the differences seen in Fig. 3a, but the curves diverge at approximately the same371

surface coverage as observed for the air-water layer. Interestingly, no macroscopic buckling372

is observed at the range investigated. This suggests that no out-of-plane deformation oc-373

curs at this point and that a different and smoother rearrangement takes place. Since it374

is very unlikely that asphaltenes desorb to either bulk phases, one possible mechanism for375

stress relaxation can be multilayer formation of nanoaggregates. It has also been previously376

suggested20 that the ‘skin formation’ observed in pendant/rising droplets occurs due to mul-377

tilayer formation, either due to very long adsorption times and consequent accumulation at378

the interface or due to compression of the asphaltene monolayer.379

This difference in behavior upon compression observed in Figs. 3a and b is most likely due380

to the difference in the nature of interactions at air-water vs. oil-water interfaces, where both381

subphase-asphaltene and asphaltene-asphaltene interactions play a role. At the air-water382

surface the carboxyl groups have affinity to the water phase but the alkyl chains have no383

affinity for air, so that stronger (lateral) interactions are present. Conversely, at oil-water384

interfaces the hydrophobic chains have affinity for the top oil phase, and hence asphaltenes385

are expected to interact less with each other. Moreover, the Van der Waals forces acting386

across the air can be expected to be stronger compared to having oil as the top phase due to387

higher dielectric constant of the latter. This is also the cause for difference in compressibility388

for the two types of layers, namely that asphaltenes at air-water interfaces present lower389

apparent compressibility in accordance with previous studies68.390

It should be noted that the maximum surface pressure for water is Π ≈ 72 mN/m and391

50 mN/m for alkane-water interfaces, which implies that asphaltenes are not very surface392

active when thinking about their ability of lowering the energy of the surface. They only393
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reach higher surface pressures when compressed. Measured values (see Fig. S4) of the394

equilibrium surface pressure of the oil-water interface are around 5-15 mN/m, in agreement395

with literature values69,70. What we are measuring in these compression experiments, in the396

case of complex, structured interfaces, is the total surface stress σ, and not just σαβ.397

It is useful to compare the interfacial coverage where solid-like behavior and extra stresses398

occur with the reported minimum mass coverage for emulsion stability, which are reported399

to be in the range of 3 - 5 mg/m2 for different crude oils28,71,72. Works using North Sea crude400

oils are taken as a reference, specifically for the excess surface coverage (Γ∞ = 4.0 mg/m2)401

from adsorption studies73 and a value of critical mass coverage for coalescence (Γcrit = 3.5402

mg/m2)28. These two values differ in the sense that while the former represents a value for403

monolayer coverage of the interface, the latter represents a minimum coverage for coalescence404

suppression, which has been shown to occur even below monolayer coverage. By plotting the405

same data as in Fig.3a as a function of mass coverage (Fig. S3), we observe that the curves406

between different geometries start to deviate (indicating the onset of strong mechanical407

stresses) at around this Γcrit, and that the interface buckles under uniaxial compression at408

values close to Γ∞ and slightly higher for isotropic compression.409

Cycling the pressure-area diagrams provides insight into the nature of the interactions410

between the species and aggregation behavior, as it interrogates the reversibility of these411

interactions. Figure 4 presents results for (a) air-water as well as for (b) and (c) oil-water as-412

phaltene interfaces with very distinct responses. Filled lines indicate compression and dashed413

lines indicate expansion. In Fig. 4a for the air-water surface, after the first compression the414

surface pressure drops immediately back to 0 and remains so during the entire expansion,415

indicating a (brittle) fracture where connectivity is lost immediately upon expansion. Dur-416

ing the second compression, the surface pressure rises slightly more steeply to essentially the417

same maximum compression but only close to maximum compression, in agreement with an418

interface that has cracked upon opening, without re-spreading, but percolating again when419

the fractures interlock. The maximum surface pressure varies from 65 mN/m in the first cy-420
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cle to 58 mN/m for the third one, indicating that maybe some material is lost upon buckling421

or an overlap is created.422
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Figure 4: Multicycle compression-expansion experiments in the Langmuir trough of whole asphal-
tene at (a) the air-water surface; (b) and (c) at oil-water interfaces starting at different initial surface
coverages.

The behavior of the oil-water interface is qualitatively different. In Figure 4b we see423

that all three cycles have the same general behavior, displaying only some hysteresis and424

very little changes between the subsequent cycles. Moreover, variations in maximum surface425

pressure reached upon compression are negligible and the same surface pressure is obtained426

when expanding back to maximum interfacial area, so no material is lost to the subphase.427

All these observations are consistent with the formation of a densely packed layer, where428

no irreversible aggregates are formed and the hysteresis most likely stems from in-plane429

relaxation phenomena. When the initial coverage is slightly higher (Fig. 4c) more pronounced430

hysteresis and differences between the cycles observed. This is an indication that at these431

lower MMA asphaltenes aggregate more irreversibly. As in this case we are compressing432

beyond what is assumed to be nanoaggregate monolayer coverage, multilayer structures can433

be formed at the interface, which are only partially reversible. Lin et al. 74 have indeed434

shown that at mass coverages around a few mg/m2 an homogeneous layer is seen, but at435

very high coverages µm-sized multilayer aggregates could be observed. This suggests that436

above a certain packing state different dynamics and interactions come into play at the o/w437

interface, as will be confirmed also from the experiments presented next.438
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Figure 5: Stepwise compression of asphaltenes at the oil-water interface in the Langmuir trough:
(a) surface pressure vs. time, with inset Π vs. area, (b) normalized individual relaxation steps.

Having established that no desorption occurs, stepwise compressions can be used to439

assess the relative magnitudes of the thermodynamic vs. viscoelastic contributions to the440

total stress. Figure 5a contains results for a stepwise compression experiment at the oil-441

water interface plotted as a function of time, and in the inset the same experiment as a442

Π-area per molecule diagram. Figure 5b displays the normalized individual decays. For443

the initial, lower coverages in the yellow shaded area of the inset plot (MMA > 60Å2)444

there is no relaxation as surface tension changes control the behaviour. However, as the445

surface coverage is increased upon further compression, relaxation gradually starts to be446

observed, becoming more pronounced with increase in surface coverage. Indeed, two distinct447

viscoelastic relaxation regimes can be observed: one, at intermediate area per molecule (448

∼ 58 to 22Å2) indicated by the orange shaded area, where relaxation takes place and surface449

pressure values relax to up to 25% of their original value, and a region highlighted by the red450

shaded areas where the stress relaxes about 30 - 45%. This means that at these coverages a451

significant part of the measured surface stress in a continuous compression curve is certainly452

viscoelastic. The stress decays in the intermediate coverage region can be well fitted with a453

stretched decay exponential function454

Π (t) = Πeq + a e(−t/τ)β (4)
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where Πeq is the equilibrium value of surface pressure, τ is the relaxation time, and β is455

a dimensionless exponent. When β < 1 this indicates the presence of wide distribution of456

relaxation timescales. This occurs in a range of mean molecular areas consistent with a457

dense layer but still below assumed monolayer coverage. At the highest coverages, the stress458

relaxation data is better fitted by a double exponential decay function with two relaxation459

times, τ1 and τ2 which are the short- and long-mode relaxation times. Examples of the fits460

are shown in Figure S5. From the results it can be concluded that the in-plane relaxation is461

slow, on the order of 102 - 103 seconds. Comparing the magnitude of the relaxation times τ ,462

to timescales of typical processes for emulsions tp (e.g. flow or mixing), defines the Deborah463

number De = τ/tp. When the process time scale is small compared to the relaxation time464

scale, the asphaltene interface can be treated as an elastic interface. Specifically, for the465

coalescence problem, where the droplet collision occurs at short timescales ( ∼ seconds),466

De will be at the order of 103, meaning that these interfaces will behave highly elastically.467

From the comparison to a continuous compression curve (data not shown here - see Fig. S6)468

it can be seen that even though the surface pressure values decay by a significant amount469

upon relaxation, as soon as the interface is further compressed the same surface pressures are470

reached. This shows that the viscoelastic relaxation taking place is effectively an in-plane471

relaxation, and no material is lost from the interface.472

The underlying isotherm can be constructed from the Πeq values obtained after relaxation473

of the mechanical stresses as shown in Fig. 6 and fitted with the Volmer equation of state75,474

which has been shown to capture the behavior or insoluble monolayers of nanoparticles at475

interfaces76,77:476

Π = −k T
w0

[
ln
(

1 − w

A

)
+
(w
A

)]
− Πcoh (5)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, w0 the area occupied by a molecule477

of the subphase, w the area covered by the particles, A is the total interfacial area, and Πcoh478

is the surface pressure of cohesion, which is related to the interactions between the particles479
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at the interface. For this experiment, the actual total area covered by the asphaltenes is480

w=73.3 cm2 as calculated from the amount spread and the MMA discussed above, which481

agrees well with the w obtained with the fit. In addition, the calculated w0 is consistent482

with the size of water molecules ∼ 0.2 nm2. These two values are taken as an indication to483

assess the quality of the fit.484
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Figure 6: Isotherm of whole asphaltenes at the oil-water interface fitted with the Volmer equation
of state. Yellow and orange vertical dashed lines indicate coverages corresponding to the apparent
onset of the different regimes as depicted in Fig. 5.

A reasonable quality fit could be obtained up to the point where solid like interfacial485

behaviour emerges (A ∼ 0.02 m2, which corresponds to a MMA of 50Å2). Surface pressure486

values do not exceed 20 mN/m, in agreement with typical reported values for equilibrium487

interfacial tension. Still, there are likely some residual mechanical stresses in the values488

of Πeq, specially at high coverages. Thus, we again see evidence that asphaltenes are not489

very efficient in lowering surface tension. Also, from the rather small values of Πcoh, it490

seems that the nanoaggregates do not interact strongly, even showing a slightly repulsive491

behavior. As a comparison, for attractive species at the interface, as e.g. graphene oxide76492

or rough carbon black particles77 which undergo strong lateral capillary interactions, Πcoh493

values ranged from 6 - 9mN/m up to 12mN/m, respectively. For the air-water surface, a494

fit with the Volmer equation (Fig. S7) yields positive values of Πcoh indicating again the495
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attractive nature of interactions.496

Interfacial dilatational rheology497

Obtaining the EOS is also important for subsequently studying and analyzing dilatational498

rheology data. The value of KΠ can be compared to K ′ to assess the relative contributions of499

the compressibility and the extra stresses. Following this rationale, Fig. 7 presents K ′
(ω) and500

K
′′
(ω) at an area strain amplitude of 1%. Surface concentrations shown represent distinct501

cases, namely that of a ‘weak’ interface (50Å2), a densely packed, close to monolayer coverage502

one (21Å2) and an interface that likely has already assembled in multilayers at the oil-water503

interface (13Å2). For the air-water interface, only the second scenario was studied, because504

at 50Å2 surface pressure is essentially zero, and at 13Å2 the interface has already buckled505

and hence would lead to out-of-plane deformations. The dashed lines correspond to values506

of KΠ calculated with Eq. 3 from the EOS, and at high coverages where the EOS diverges,507

from the equilibrium data points in Fig. 6.508
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Figure 7: Dilatational frequency sweeps at different surface coverages and comparison to the static
elasticity KΠ (dashed lines) obtained from stepwise compression experiments. Arrows highlight
the difference between the thermodynamic (Gibbs elasticity) and mechanical contributions to the
measured elastic modulus.

For all cases K ′ is relatively frequency-independent, K ′ ∼ωn with n < 0.1, and the509
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total elastic contributions is larger than the viscous one (K ′
> K

′′). For the largest area510

per molecule K ′
(ω) is equal to KΠ, indicating that the dilatational response is governed511

by the compressibility, in line with the observations of the previous section that for these512

concentrations the response is that of a simple interface. With increasing coverage, the extra513

stresses due to the emergence of a solid-like structure come into play and K ′
(ω) > KΠ, as514

indicated by the arrows. Also, comparing the moduli measured for air-water surfaces, where515

mechanical stresses are more pronounced, we observe those to be one order of magnitude516

higher when compared to oil-water interfaces, which is consistent with the picture of a more517

strongly interacting, aggregated interface (see Fig. 4).518

Interfacial shear rheology519

Shear rheological measurements enable us to further interrogate the structure and dynamics520

of the solid interface at a given surface concentration. Figure 8 shows an oscillatory time521

sweep conducted upon asphaltene spreading at the oil/water interface. Here, the time evo-522

lution is presented in terms of the interfacial shear elastic modulus G′
i (filled symbols) and523

interfacial shear viscous modulus G′′
i (empty symbols). Every subsequent shear rheological524

experiment presented later on is preceded by a time sweep like this one as a way to ensure525

that we start always from reproducible conditions.526

Figure 8 shows how the moduli develop during the creation of the insoluble interface.527

The moduli start out below the resolution of the DWR. At t = 30 s asphaltene incorporation528

occurs and at this moment data looks very scattered, probably because the flow fields inside529

the gap are disturbed by the spreading, which takes approximately 60s. Shortly after 100s,530

the moduli start to increase, withG′
i becoming larger thanG′′

i almost immediately, evidencing531

the formation of a structured interface. Soon after, both moduli become constant and remain532

so, as highlighted by the inset plot. It is worth pointing out the magnitudes of the measured533

viscoelastic moduli: G′
i isO(10−2)Pa.m, and by estimating an interfacial thickness of∼ 10 nm534

as measured from SANS experiments25,78,79, this would correspond to a bulk modulus of535
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Figure 8: Oscillatory time sweep (γa=0.02%, ω=2 rad/s) for a liquid-liquid interface to illustrate the
creation of an asphaltene dense layer (20Å2). The inset plot shows the last 300s of the experiment
in linear scale for the y-axis. Spreading occurs at t = 30 s; (b) A sequence of frequency sweeps
(γa=0.02%) performed up to 6 hours after spreading also show no significant time effects for the
Langmuir interfaces obtained by spreading. The inset summarizes the values of G∗i (for ω=1 rad/s)
as a function of time. The grey-shaded area reflects changes in ±10% with respect to the initial
value.

O(106)Pa, indicating how strong these interfaces are.536

Interestingly, no indication of “ageing” effects are seen for these model, insoluble as-537

phaltene nanoaggregate layers, as opposed to many studies in literature where ageing is538

still observed after hours. This is often attributed to physical crosslinking at the inter-539

face4,22–25,36–38,49. The absence of ageing is however clearly evidenced by the data in Fig.8(b),540

where a sequence of frequency sweeps performed for up to 6 hours after spreading shows no541

significant time evolution of the moduli. Verruto et al. 49 showed that when ageing is present542

the timescale for evolution of the moduli can depend on pH and ionic strength, whereby the543

authors observed a “delayed film consolidation” (order of several hours) when salt in present544

in the aqueous subphase, and that increasing ionic strength leads to an increasing delay545

in consolidation; they have attributed this to asphaltene nanoaggregates having dissimilar546

charges and the attractive electrostatics being screened by the addition of salt. For our547

spread interfaces, no delay in the evolution of the moduli was observed when using a brine548

(∼0.6M NaCl solution) aqueous phase (see Fig. S8). In the work by Harbottle et al. 38, where549

also Milli-Q water with unadjusted pH 5.5 was used as the subphase, a 2-order of magnitude550
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increase in the moduli in a timescale of 4.5 hours is observed both for soluble (toluene) and551

partially soluble (heptol) oil phases. The absence of time effects in the insoluble layers pre-552

sented here shows that the ageing observed in other works must be due to aspects related to553

adsorption from the bulk phase and solubility in the oil, either due to variations in surface554

coverage or due to a more complicated interfacial structure, possibly caused by multilayers555

or a more swollen state of the aggregates. It has been observed for some systems that the556

adsorption of asphaltenes follows an initial fast, diffusion-governed adsorption69,80,81, which557

could be due to adsorption of the first layer containing more polar components, followed by a558

slower adsorption step and possibly multilayer formation20. Indeed, it has been shown (from559

QCM-D experiments)38 that layer thickness increases over time. Moreover, higher bulk con-560

centrations lead to a faster “build-up of a network" at the interface, which is possibly related561

to faster adsorption dynamics; or conversely, at a given ageing time, an interface created from562

a with higher bulk concentration will display higher moduli because it is more populated. In563

studies where high concentrations of asphaltenes are used combined with partially-soluble564

oily bulk phase (e.g. heptol), in addition to these adsorption effects also the occurrence of565

flocs might explain the ageing as inferred from rheology, as flocs have been observed to grow566

over time in contrast to nanoaggregates. Spontaneous emulsification, which occurs at water-567

toluene or diluted crude oil interfaces82,83, could also lead to an increase of the (apparent)568

interfacial moduli.569

As the moduli do not change over time also enables us to reliably interrogate the intrinsic570

frequency- and amplitude dependency of these asphaltene-laden layers for a given area frac-571

tion. Figure 9 presents results for (a) oscillatory frequency sweeps and (b) strain amplitudes572

carried out at different surface coverages. In Figure 9(a) it can be seen that for the lowest573

surface coverage, i.e. biggest mean molecular area of 40Å2, G′
i and G

′′
i are approximately574

equal and constant, showing the onset of weak viscoelastic behavior at coverages consistent575

with the ones observed in the compression experiments. For all the higher coverages, G′
i576

is higher than G
′′
i for the entire frequency range investigated. As the surface coverage is577
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increased, the magnitude of the moduli increases and the phase angle decreases. Also, it is578

seen that the moduli display a (weak) frequency-dependent behavior for all coverages.579
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Figure 9: Oscillatory (a) frequency sweeps (γa=0.02%) and (b) strain amplitude sweeps (ω=2 rad/s)
performed at different surface coverages of whole asphaltenes at the water-hexadecane interface.

Following Samaniuk et al.27 this weak frequency dependence can be captured by the soft580

glassy rheology (SGR) model84–86.The main features this model describes are structural dis-581

order and metastability for dense systems, where structural rearrangements are difficult and582

relaxation processes are bound to be slow. Under oscillatory flows in the linear viscoelastic583

regime, the SGR predicts the complex modulus to depend on frequency with:584

G∗i (ω, t)

Gi,p

= 1− 1

Γ(x)
(iωt)x−1 (6)

In Eq. 6, Γ(x) is the gamma function, with x a noise temperature. Gi,p is the interfacial585

elasticity of the building blocks. The effective noise temperature x dictates the rheological586

response: for x>3, the material shows Maxwell type of behavior, i.e. viscoelastic liquid with587

a single relaxation time. For most materials, x lies between 1< x <2 and shows viscoelastic588

and shear-thinning behavior, and for very dense systems x<1 and the material is said to be589

at a glassy state. Looking in detail at the power law behavior in the frequency dependency, it590

is seen that for 33Å2 a fit with the SGR model yields x=1.23, which is similar to the values591

obtained by Samaniuk et al.27 for compressed asphaltene interfaces (20mN/m). However,592
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the slopes of the moduli on log-log plots are seen to be no longer parallel when the coverage is593

increased : while the slopes of G′
i are approximately constant, the slope of G′′

i decreases with594

increased mass coverage. The relaxation behavior is shifting from a broad SGR distribution595

of timescales to a more defined and slow relaxation at ∼ 1/ω being in the O(102 − 103) s.596

From the strain amplitude sweeps in Fig. 9b, the onset of a different response at cover-597

ages beyond the assumed monolayer coverage of 20Å2 becomes even more evident. It can598

be observed that at 21Å2, G′
i is only slightly higher than G′′

i ’ and the limiting strain ampli-599

tude is around 0.1%. As the surface coverage is further increased from 17Å2 to 13Å2, the600

interface becomes increasingly elastic as evidenced by the increase in G′
i, while G

′′
i remains601

essentially the same. Also, the limiting strain increases to almost 1% and the bump in G′′
i602

immediately beyond this strain suggest networks that dissipate energy upon breaking, which603

is characteristic of yielding of gels87,88. Consistent with the observations of the compression604

experiments, asphaltenes can display a spectrum of behaviours depending on the surface605

coverage, ranging from a simple interface with no significant viscoelasticity over a dense soft606

glassy layer to the presence of multilayers, though no sharp transitions are observed. Results607

for a/w interfaces are displayed in Fig. S9 and show higher moduli and smaller liming strain,608

as has been previously reported in literature74, consistent with the picture of a more strongly609

aggregated and brittle interface.610

611

To demonstrate the emergence and presence of solid-like behaviour we performed creep-612

recovery experiments. These tests consist of applying a constant stress step for a certain613

amount of time and then setting the stress back to 0 to allow for relaxation of the material.614

Results are presented here in terms of interfacial compliance Ji, which equals γs(t)/σs, as615

a function of time, and each color represents one creep step (0 < t < 600s) followed by616

one recovery step ( 600s < t < 1200s). Figure 10 presents results for an interface at a617

coverage consistent with gel-like behavior and the value of the interfacial shear yield stress618

is estimated to be between 2.5 and 4.0 x 10−4 Pa.m. For complex materials whose behavior619
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is also time-dependent, as most elasto-viscoplastic materials are, estimated values for this620

critical stress can depend on observation time. In our experiments 600s was used for the621

creep step, which is much longer compared to coalescence time scales in emulsions which is622

typically on the order of a few seconds. Also, it is important to note that the shear yield623

stress is one contribution to the total yield stress tensor, as has been recently discussed for624

bulk rheology as well89,90. The dilatational/compressional yield stress is more difficult to625

measure, even for bulk rheology, but is reported to be several times higher than the shear626

counterpart.627
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Figure 10: (a) Creep-recovery test of whole asphaltenes at the oil-water interface for estimation of
shear yield stress, (b) flow curve constructed from creep steps, including a fit with the Herschel-
Bulkley model.

A flow curve can be constructed from steady-state values of stress vs. shear rate from628

the creep steps at higher stresses as depicted in Fig. 10b. Beyond σs,y a clear shear-thinning629

behavior is seen. Combining these two features with the existence of a yield stress leads to630

the scalar Herschel-Bulkley constitutive model for describing the shear rheological response:631

632

σs = σs,y + k γ̇ns (7)

where σs,y is the interfacial shear yield stress, k the consistency index, and n the power-law633

exponent. We see that the fit with the Herschel-Bulkley equation agrees well with the data634
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and gives a shear yield stress of ∼ 3 x 10−4 Pa.m, which is within the range estimated above.635

This value is in the same order of magnitude as the yield stress for dense particle-laden636

interfaces of spheres91.637

To interrogate the yielding behavior at lower coverages in more detail, we investigate638

time-stress superposition, which is a signature of glassy behavior as observed for polymers639

(see e.g. Tervoort et al.92). Time-stress superposition can be verified by shifting the creep640

compliance curves for different stresses. A mastercurve can be obtained if the shift factors641

follow a given function which is related to the stress-dependency of relaxation times in the642

material, i.e. as=as(σ). For simple glassy materials the behavior is captured by the Eyring643

equation, but in principle other stress-dependent relations could be valid.644
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Figure 11: (a) Creep compliance curves of whole asphaltenes at the oil-water interface and (b) same
data, but horizontally shifted with as to obtain a mastercurve. The inset plot in (b) shows the shift
factor as a function of applied stress σs.

In Figure 11 we plot the compliance curves as Js= (γs(t) - γi)/σs, where γi is the initial645

strain value at each creep step, as a function of time. Fig.11a contains the data without646

shifting and Fig.11b after shifting the curves horizontally. The inset plot in Fig.11b displays647

the shift factor as as a function of the interfacial stress. At the smallest applied stresses,648

linear viscoelastic behavior is probed and all curves overlap without further shifting (as=1,649

empty symbols). As the stress is increased, the response becomes non-linear and higher as650

are needed to overlap the curves. For our asphaltene interfaces, we find that a power-law651

relation with an exponent ∼ 1.2 describes well the data in this regime, again confirming a652
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distribution of relaxation timescales, in accordance with the SGR model. In contrast, for653

gel-like interfaces a more abrupt transition between nonlinear viscoelastic and plastic flow is654

observed88.655

In this section, we have obtained a complete overview of the surface concentration depen-656

dence of the interfacial behavior of asphaltene nanoaggregate Langmuir layers. The results657

can be summarized in Fig. 12 in terms of the magnitudes of the different moduli measured at658

the water-hexadecane interface in the different devices as a function of surface coverage. Tak-659

ing an estimated value for nanoaggregate monolayer coverage of MMA∼ 21 ± 2Å2 following660

the discussion of Fig. 3, the area fraction φarea is calculated as this value divided by the661

MMA of the given experiment. Here we plot the apparent compressional modulus Kapp from662

the compression in the rectangular Langmuir trough using Eq. 3 (smoothed data), the Gibbs663

elasticity stemming from the change of interfacial tension KΠ (discrete points extrapolated664

to a continuous curve), the complex dilatational modulus from the oscillatory measurements665

K∗(ω), and the complex shear modulus G∗i (ω). Both rheological moduli values were taken at666

a strain amplitude in the linear viscoelastic regime and ω=1 rad/s, and error bars indicate667

the range of observed frequency-dependency. At the highest coverage, the low value of G∗i668

as compared to the dotted trend line is likely because of the nature of the interface created669

by spreading, as opposed to the other devices where layers were compressed to the given670

coverage.671

First, the independently measured shear and dilatational moduli become significant at672

the same point the apparent modulus increases beyond the value of the Gibbs elasticity. As673

the surface coverage is increased the rheological contributions start to dominate over the674

thermodynamic ones, and beyond φarea∼ 1, K∗(ω) and G∗i (ω) increase significantly. The675

magnitude of the dilatational moduli is higher than that of the shear moduli, suggesting676

that the interface is less resistant to shear than to compression. Calculating a Poisson ratio677

for 2D materials at this coverage with ν= K − G/K + G 41 yields a value of 0.25 for dense678

layers at the oil-water interface and 0.48 for the air-water interface.679
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Figure 12: Summary of measured moduli as a function of surface coverage φarea for the whole
asphaltenes at the water-hexadecane interface. The intrinsic dilatational (K∗i ) and shear (G∗i )
moduli are both monotonically increasing functions of surface area fractions. The thermodynamic
compressibility, ‘Gibbs elasticity’ (KΠ), accounts for a decreasing fraction of the elastic modulus.
The apparent moduli Kapp obtained by compression in a Langmuir through show a non-monotonic
behaviour, due to the occurrence of complex deformations and buckling. The y-error bars represent
the frequency-dependency of the moduli values, while the x-errorbars account for a ± 2Å2 in the
estimation of nano-aggregate monolayer coverage. The shaded-colored bar on the top of the plot
reflects the same regions in Fig. 5.

These results shed a light on ill understood trend reported in literature regarding the re-680

lation between emulsion stability and interfacial rheology, namely that there is a maximum681

in apparent elastic dilatational modulus as a function of asphaltene (bulk) concentration24,682

although emulsion stability continues to increase with asphaltene contents. In fact, the683

same trend is observed for the apparent compressional modulus Kapp here (grey curve in684

Fig. 12): there is a maximum in Kapp, corresponding to a minimum in compressibility, close685

to assumed monolayer coverage, but from our results we see that the dilatational modulus686

K∗(ω) increases further up to the highest coverages measured, while Kapp continues to de-687

crease. The way the apparent compressional modulus is typically measured in pendant drop688

or oscillating-barrier Langmuir trough most likely represents a combined response stemming689

from different contributions: the compressibility of the interface and possibly linear viscoelas-690

tic contributions from shear and compression as well. In the radial trough the kinematics are691
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clean and the deformation is purely isotropic, although the static and extra isotropic contri-692

butions are still coupled. From our rheology data we observe that the dilatational modulus693

K∗(ω) and the shear modulus G∗(ω) are monotonously increasing functions of coverage, as694

expected for a “hard” colloidal system. It can hence be expected that the deviatoric (purely695

rheological) surface stresses which appear as a boundary condition for the fluid flow in thin696

films during film drainage and coalescence will show a similar dependency on surface cov-697

erage, which correlates well with the reported increasing emulsion stability with increasing698

coverage. When measured with clean kinematics, the interfacial rheological properties in-699

crease monotonically and the reported non-monotonic evolutions of the apparent moduli are700

attributed to intricacies of the measurement techniques such as pendant drop or rectangular701

Langmuir throughs which have complex kinematics (mixed deformation fields and out of702

plane deformations) which obfuscates a clear assessment of mechanical effects41,42.703

Asphaltene subfractions704

To investigate to what extent chemical heterogeneities leads to changes in the interfacial705

rheological behavior, different fractions as produced by the protocol in Fig. 1 and defined in706

Table 1 were used. Comparing the behaviour of these fractions should clarify if the interfacial707

response is mainly controlled by packing (SGR) or by interactions (gel). If the behaviour708

of the different fractions is similar, the interfacial crowding is the main mechanism. When709

significant effects of polarity are observed, it is likely that a physical network is responsible710

for gel formation. As can be seen from the elemental analysis in Table S1, all subfractions711

have in general a similar composition, yet they show a few noticeable variations. The irre-712

versibly adsorbed subfraction has the highest H/C ratio, indicating a more aliphatic nature,713

and also significantly higher oxygen content, while the nickel and vanadium contents are the714

smallest among the subfractions. Conversely, the adsorbed subfraction is the richest in Ni715

and V, and has the highest heteroatom (S and N) contents. The bulk subfraction has lowest716

H/C ratio, indicating a higher amount of aromatic structures, as well as the lowest amount717
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of heteroatoms. From these results, it can also be inferred that the irreversibly adsorbed718

subfraction is the most polar one, followed by the adsorbed subfraction. The hydrodynamic719

radius (RH) measured in a 0.1wt% solution in toluene showed a broad size distribution for720

all subfractions over a range of ∼ 2 - 60Å2, suggesting that samples contain both nanoaggre-721

gates as well as individual molecules62. Moreover, both adsorbed and irreversibly adsorbed722

fractions display higher average RH than the bulk and whole asphaltenes, indicating that723

these two subfractions are more prone to form larger nanoaggregates, as has been previously724

shown for less aromatic asphaltenes93.725

Compression-expansion experiments726

Compression experiments for the different subfractions were performed at the oil-water in-727

terfaces and the results are shown in Fig. 13. Tests were carried out starting from the same728

surface coverage in terms of mean molecular area (MMA of 91± 2Å2) for all subfractions,729

with initial surface pressures smaller than 1.0 mN/m for all curves. The inset shows a zoom730

in the region of 60 - 90Å2 where surface tension effects are still dominant.731
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Figure 13: Compression experiments in Langmuir trough for comparison of the behavior of different
subfractions at the oil-water interface. Inset shows a zoom in the region of 60-90Å2 to highlight
differences between the curves.

At a first glance, the four curves have the same overall shape showing no clear phase732
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transitions or collapse, indicating that despite the differences in chemical nature no funda-733

mental changes in behavior are seen. It can be observed that the interfacial behaviour of734

the whole asphaltene seems to be dominated by the adsorbed and irreversibly adsorbed sub-735

fractions, while the bulk subfraction displays somewhat lower surface pressures and seems to736

be the least “interfacially active” subfraction, which is not unexpected when considering the737

fractionation process (Fig. 1). “Interfacial activity” in terms of the capacity of lowering of738

the interfacial energy per unit area can be better compared at lower coverages, shown in the739

inset of Fig. 13. In this range > 60Å2 the interfacial tension at a given surface concentration740

differs less than ± 2mN/m. Moreover, the small values of Π suggest that nanoaggregates741

from fractionated asphaltenes are also not very efficient surfactants.742

The difference between the magnitude of Π at the highest compression is striking: the743

maximum surface pressure value for the bulk subfraction is almost half of the other two744

subfractions. This is likely due to the more polar nature of the adsorbed and irreversibly745

adsorbed asphaltenes, where both subfractions experience more attractive interactions lead-746

ing to enhanced mechanical stresses. Multiple cycle experiments were also performed for the747

different subfractions spread at the same mean molecular area (Figs. S10) and the results748

show similar tendencies as observed in Fig. 4b, namely reversibility of the compression for749

all cases and very small hysteresis.750

It is worth noting that in experiments started at the same mass coverage (Fig. S11) the751

initial surface pressures are different and ranging from 0.9 ∼ 4.0 mN/m, and pronounced752

differences between the subfractions could be inferred from this plot. However, this is likely753

because starting at the same initial mass coverage for components having different molecular754

weight means that we start from different mean molecular area, and hence different packing755

states. As we have seen from the first part, it can be concluded that interfacial behavior of756

insoluble asphaltene layers is mainly governed by effects of dense packing.757
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Interfacial rheology758

Interfacial rheology experiments were carried out at the same (estimated) area surface cov-759

erage to enable a direct comparison between subfractions. Dilatational and shear rheological760

properties of the different subfractions will be compared at coverages 11.8± 0.5Å2. Dilata-761

tional frequency sweeps for the different subfractions are presented in Fig. 14. Here the762

measured dynamic moduli are compared to the apparent modulus obtained from a contin-763

uous compression Kapp (dashed lines). Similar qualitative responses are observed for the764

subfractions, with the elastic dilatational modulus K ′
(ω) being approximately constant and765

K
′′
(ω) increasing with frequency. It is clear that the dilatational behavior is dominated by766

rheology (K ′
(ω) > Kapp), except for the bulk subfraction that exhibits fairly low moduli,767

indicating little resistance to being expanded. This might be due to the fact that this sub-768

fraction is the first one to be obtained upon fractionation and does not show any chemical769

features that would lead to interactions between nanoaggregates.770
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Figure 14: Interfacial dilatational frequency sweeps of the different subfractions at a coverage of
11.8± 0.5Å2. The dashed lines represent the value of the apparent modulus Kapp for each subfrac-
tion at this coverage.

Insoluble layers of the asphaltene subfractions were also studied in simple shear flow.771

Figure 15 presents results for oscillatory (a) frequency sweeps and (b) strain amplitude772

sweeps. Again a similar qualitative behavior is observed between all subfractions: in Fig. 15a,773
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G
′
i > G

′′
i throughout and the moduli display similar frequency dependency, and in Fig. 15b774

limiting strains of the linear viscoelastic regime are around 1%. In general, the values of the775

moduli from different subfractions vary within one order of magnitude for a given frequency776

and amplitude.777
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Figure 15: Interfacial shear rheology results of the different subfractions: (a) frequency sweeps
(γa=0.02%) and (b) strain amplitude sweeps (ω=2 rad/s).

There are some minor differences. It is seen that the whole asphaltenes and the bulk778

subfraction display very similar results, while the adsorbed and irreversibly adsorbed present779

respectively the highest and the smallest moduli. Furthermore, the strain amplitude sweeps780

show a slight increase of G′′
i close to limiting strain amplitudes, with the adsorbed subfraction781

showing the most pronounced ‘bump’. As previously discussed for the whole asphaltenes, this782

feature is most commonly seen in aggregated systems and it is consistent with the previous783

comments that this specific subfractions seems to exhibit more attractive interactions. The784

differences observed could also be attributed to the uncertainty in molecular weight values,785

that would in turn affect the actual area coverages.786

Concluding, the general interfacial behavior at oil-water interfaces of the different sub-787

fractions is quite similar, notwithstanding some minor differences. In general, all subfractions788

show a similar viscoelastic behavior, in contrast to reports of quartz-crystal microbalance789

(QCM) experiments of asphaltenes adsorbed in solid steel surfaces53, where from changes790
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in dissipation it was argued that the irreversibly adsorbed subfraction layer is viscoelastic,791

while the other subfractions form rather rigid layers. The data presented here are consistent792

with the conceptual Yen-Mullins model of aggregated asphaltenes, suggesting that chemical793

heterogeneities are not expected to play a big role. For crude oils with high asphaltene794

contents, molecules will likely aggregate in bulk and adsorb as nanoaggregates or clusters,795

which will lead to pronounced mechanical properties. On the contrary, if they adsorb as796

individual molecules, then a different type of stabilization takes place, with charges and797

functional groups possibly playing a bigger role. Indeed, it was recently reported70 that no798

crumpling was observed at concentrations < 100ppm (when asphaltenes are likely present as799

single molecules), but show buckling and hence pronounced mechanical properties at higher800

concentrations.801

Conceptually, dense insoluble asphaltene nanoaggregate interfaces resemble particle-laden802

interfaces under the conditions studied, and as a consequence it might be more relevant803

to treat asphaltene-stabilized emulsions akin to Pickering emulsions as opposed to being804

Marangoni-stabilized94. Unlike simple surfactant systems, where stabilization comes from805

the fact that interfaces are mobile and hence surfactants can move around and resist draining806

flows by Marangoni forces that oppose surface tension gradients, stress carrying interfaces807

will resist drainage flows due to the mechanically strong nature of the interfaces, as evi-808

denced by the high shear and dilatational moduli. There are several arguments in favour809

of this picture, including i) relatively low surface activity of asphaltenes in terms of inter-810

facial tension lowering vs. pronounced importance of mechanical properties (see Fig.12);811

ii) unlike surfactants, asphaltenes do not have a well-defined amphiphilic character95; iii)812

irreversible adsorption21, which is a characteristic feature of particle-laden interfaces due to813

the high trapping energy (∼ several kBT); iv) comparison to model asphaltene compounds96814

- despite being very similar in the chemical nature, most likely these are usually present as815

individual monomers and thus do not adsorb as aggregates, which might explain the quali-816

tative differences in interfacial behavior between model and indigenous asphaltenes; v) using817
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different subfractions to explore chemical heterogeneity did not yield significantly different818

results; vi) arrested coalescence as observed by Pauchard and coworkers26,28.819

Concluding remarks820

In this work, we have presented an overview of the interfacial properties of model, Langmuir821

asphaltene layers at both water-air and water-oil interfaces. By controlling surface coverage822

and excluding effects of adsorption from bulk phases, interfaces populated by asphaltene823

nanoaggregates have been characterized using experiments with uniform kinematics, both824

in shear and dilation. The changes of the state variables, interfacial or surface tension,825

have been separated from the mechanical contributions to the surface stress. For oil-water826

interfaces the dilatational and shear moduli are monotonically increasing functions of surface827

coverage. Initially, asphaltenes behave as simple surfactants, however only decreasing slightly828

the surface energy of the interface and without showing any viscoelastic relaxation. The829

intrinsic surface activity is not very high. As the coverage is increased, the interface develops830

solid-like characteristics and starts to resist deformation, as evidenced by the rheological831

quantities. Below monolayer coverage, we observe a broad distribution of relaxation times832

as verified by the stretched decay and the agreement with a soft glassy model fit, which is in833

accordance with a picture of dense packing being the main cause of the response rather than834

the formation of a physical gel. Beyond assumed monolayer coverage, this behavior shifts to835

a more pronounced viscoelastic response and even higher moduli, likely due to the formation836

of multilayers, revealing a stronger interface that resists deformation until yielding. Yet837

insoluble asphaltenes layers are clearly rheologically very active.838

Comparing the rheological properties of different subfractions, the properties of Langmuir839

asphaltene monolayers are shown to be governed by their surface coverage, and the packing840

of nanoaggregates is most likely the most important aspect. For spread layers also no time841

effects are observed, consistent with the surface coverage being the control parameter, so842
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in-plane crosslinking is an unlikely cause of the ageing observed in earlier literature. Of843

course, real crude oil possesses higher complexity and other effects such as of solubility of844

asphaltenes depending on crude oil composition (aliphatic/aromatic ratio), interplay with845

resins97–99, the possible enhancement of emulsion stability due to the presence of fine inor-846

ganic solid particles4,100, among others are still not clear. Albeit working with planar and847

model, insoluble interfaces that emphasize the colloidal nature of these asphaltene layers,848

these show significant solid-like behaviour with monotonic increases of moduli with surface849

concentration, which can be expected to remain the key parameter in determining the na-850

ture of the stress boundary condition governing the drainage of liquid during droplet-droplet851

interactions when asphaltenes are in a more complex environment.852
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